#1114 - Some Spring Notes…enhancing that ‘spring feeling’ with scores from the classics to Broadway songs, tuneful takes on the change of seasons.

#1115 - Tennessee Tales…a survey of instruments old and new, including the venerable Austin organ at Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Auditorium in Chattanooga.

#1116 - An Easter Awakening…music to commemorate the Christian Resurrection Festival and celebrate the earth’s joyful rebirth in springtime.

#1117 - Two from Texas…selections from inaugural-series concerts on a pair of exceptional new instruments, by Richards-Fowkes & Co. and Martin Pasi, in Houston and Dallas.

From American Public Media, Pipedreams® is public radio’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the “king of instruments” is heard on stations nationwide. Visit www.pipedreams.org to locate a broadcast station in your area.